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The Dark Knight Ingrid is a spin-off anime series of the
Taimanin Asagi franchise that is based on the CD-ROM ero-

game series Taimanin Murasaki ~ Kunoichi Kairai Dorei ni Otsu
~, created by LILITH. The original character designs by

Kagami. The game was released in Japan on October 31, 2008.
Taimanin Murasaki was later adapted by PIXY into the four part
anime OAV titled The Dark Knight Ingrid that started releasing
in June 2009 for both DVD and digital download. The series is
directed by Tsukasa Kaidou and written by Hikaru Takeuchi.
It's a pornographic OAV (Original Animated Video) series that

is for mature viewers only. The first episode originally released
on June 26, 2009 (download ver. Jun 2). The series ran for four
episodes, the last on August 22, 2010 (download ver. Aug 22).
The DVDs sold for 3990 and the download cost 2940. After that

he would put an order of escape bind on both Sakura and
Murasaki, ripping them out of his body before they could

escape. As they all stand there he would explain that he died
in Taimanin Demon Summit. As he himself had stated he was a

NOMAD, which he was actually trying to turn back, but it
couldn't be done and the darkness that took him from the

NOMAD lab mutated him into a demon, and the anti demon
power of Taimanin became problematic for those with small
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amounts of time before the apocalypse. Explaining that he had
just thrown Murasaki and Sakura against his cell to let his
nerve cells fuse and prove his worth with the organization.

Being disappointed when they all didn't fall for his, he is now
here so he could apologize to Ingrid, Edwin and himself by

going back to Kain, promising to keep their operations secret
in exchange for their cooperation in the organization.
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